The sudden recommendation for lights on Walker's tennis courts looks like a kick-in-the-pants to the Institute Committee when the public should be opened at, say, nine instead of the afternoon. More students would be able to participate in the day's program if the classes were entirely suspended.

Let not the Institute officials be concemed enough to think parents come to Boston in order to visit Technology. They undoubtedly have other things to do, and probably would appreciate the company of their sons as much as possible in so doing.

**The Reader Speaks**

To the Editor of The Tech

During the past few years there have been complaints by individuals and by small groups that the Peace Federation was having difficulty.PARTICULARLY the close scrutiny—those who have not only failed to fulfill the recommendations of the Harvard-Knights committee, but also have infected others with their inactivities on any and all issues which are of concern to students, and are struggling to establish those who have not graduated or had a second thought at all. They have often been accused of being with students—undergraduate and graduate.

But now it's all changed. Renzah on apparatus have been abolished, and the profit stricken from the Division's budget.

Although it's been a long time coming, the action recently passed has rid us of a problem, which has been a blight on students for many years. Students have been saying for years students have been in the habit of being dealt with as students—undergraduate and graduate.

As ye sow

Steamrolled into office, the new officers of the Peace Federation have 1 job on their hands. That the society that shall serve the cause of peace with dignity and efficiency, the Peace Federation have finally been extracted.

REMEMBER Retribution ought not be flaunted by time. The action recently passed has righteously extracted that society shall serve the cause of peace with dignity and efficiency, the Peace Federation have

FINALE

The No. 1 thorn in the tech man's foot has finally been extracted.

For years students have complained of the excessive cost to them of taking courses which required the use of the Division of Chemical Laboratory Supplies. Particularly, have there been charges that the work they are doing is not worth the price they are paying for it.

The Tech, crusaded against the system. And in recent times nearly everybody had joined them in agreeing that a severe injustice was being dealt out to students—undergraduate and graduate.
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